
Supercharging customer and demand 
How Decision Intelligence can drive your 
revenue and profits
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We’re confident that we  
can accelerate your journey 
Peak’s vision is connected, intelligent, decision-
making across the customer and demand value 
chain. Breaking down traditional silos by connecting 
functions and their systems. We call this Decision 
Intelligence - the commercial application of AI to grow 
Revenue and Profit. 

Why Peak:

CO
Our technology delivers repeatable, scalable, 
productionized AI

Unique Solutions
We work with our customers to create AI unique to 
their business

Deep Domain Expertise
We’ve developed and recruited real retail expertise

People
We believe that people & change are at least as 
important as the technology

Partnership 
We work hand-in-hand with our customers to deliver 
their vision

We understand your opportunity
Your opportunity to accelerate commercial success 
lies within your unique data assets. The Starbucks’ 
1st-party customer and supply chain data-sets are 
amazing assets to leverage this potential and the 
opportunity lies in the bespoke development of 
Starbucks’ own artificial intelligence.

Creating a predictive view of demand 
by combining the awesome potential of 
those data sets, augmenting them with AI 
will keep Starbucks ahead of competitors 
in a constantly fluxing world.
This will serve your customers with excellence at 
every touchpoint to ensure that availability and the 
experience is world class.

These results show that Starbucks has regained 
the positive business momentum demonstrated 
prior to the pandemic throughout its operations in 
the UK and EMEA.Your customer’s preferences are 
rapidly evolving through mobile ordering, contactless 
pick-up and Drive-Thrus. The opportunity to know 
more about your customers has never been greater 
with ever increasing data points. Starbucks have a 
great opportunity through technology to enhance 
the customer experience and position yourselves for 
continued long term growth.



Where we think the  
opportunities lie

We have the experience and 
capability in areas that we 
understand are strategically 
important to customer and demand;

01. Right inventory, right place, 
right time
Nailing up-stream Allocation across the Starbucks 
EMEA distribution centre network to improve working 
capital efficacy and OTIF metrics

• Optimise your inventory holding across Starbucks 
distribution and fulfilment centres 

• The complexity in your supply chain will potentially 
mean there are onerous and time consuming 
processes for your teams to manage. Decision 
Intelligence can do a lot of this heavy lifting for 
those teams.

• Reducing the working capital required to meet 
customer and network SLAs

Peak customers have seen

02. Never Disappoint a Consumer
Optimal SKU-level Replenishment across 5,000 
EMEA store locations to never disappoint a customer 
via missed sales

• Meeting licensee and customer SLA promises is 
hard. Using predictive AI power here is the industry 
leading standard.

• Reduce food waste and your reliance on end of 
day heavy discounting whilst maintaining customer 
satisfaction

• ML forecasts and reactive replenishment points 
are able to anticipate seasonality uplifts and are 
able to predict new product launches, never miss 
the dash for Pumpkin spice products again 

• No longer a one size fits all model, each product will 
have a unique replenishment point for every store 
which takes into account demand, space, shelf life 
and delivery schedules 

Peak customers have seen
The industry is wrestling with making 
their inventory work harder. Focusing 
Decision Intelligence in this area is the 
way to tackle these painful challenges 
in the most effective way possible.

4 x ROCE

Berry Gardens have harnessed Decision 
Intelligence to make operational efficiencies 
across their supply chain

Speedy Hire increased 
their return of capital 
employed by x4

Peak x Starbucks

Reductions in waste, food  
miles and their team’s time

Global FMCG Brand 5.6% increase in availability. 
 £19m reduction in stock holding across their network

5.6% increase in availability 

Chilled food supplier to supermarket network 
reduction in food waste by 15%.

15% reduction in food waste

With an ever growing vast store network, 
wide product offering and variable 
demand maintaining optimal store stock 
holding gets more complex. Decision 
Intelligence allows you to constantly react 
and be ahead of the game when it comes 
to holding the right stock in your stores.



03. Always on, re-order points
In understanding and shaping your demand 
sufficiently, Starbucks could enhance the Rebuy 
process to reduce waste whilst maximising revenue 
and profits

• Connecting an omni-channel predictive view 
across your channels, territories and store types in 
order make better buying decisions

• Balancing the perfect blend of stock vs demand 
across your entire product taxonomy

• Growing revenue, delivering on customer promises 
while managing a lean inventory

Peak customers have seen

04. Connected to Customers 
Continuing to advance your personalisation 
transformation with demand shaping AI

• Connected the different customer touchpoints 
across your ecosystem

• An API-first approach to connected intelligence 
across your different digital levers i.e. email, app, 
social

• Bring control to nurturing customer’s purchase 
frequency and average order value

Peak customers have seen

Peak x Starbucks

The Modern Milkman have leveraged Decision 
Intelligence to optimize operational efficiency and 
transform their waste reduction metrics

Acquiring customers is expensive, Decision 
Intelligence helped Footasylum achieve up to 
8400% on social campaigns to drive revenue

Supply chain excellence

8400% ROAS

This retailer used Peak’s Rebuy product to bring 
precision re-order points and SKU level quantity 
forecasting to their new and existing continuity 
product catalogue

Harnessing Peak’s powerful Recommender, an 
online builder’s merchant was able to double their 
conversion rate with our connected-customer 
Decision Intelligence

Cold-start rebuy forecasts

100% Conversion Rate 
Improvement

In a constantly changing environment 
of channel mix and complexity, 
Decision Intelligence delivers a better 
view and forward look as to how 
Starbucks purchases inventory. This is 
one of the most popular areas to start 
with AI in 2022.

Starbucks are doing some amazing work 
in the customer space, but augmenting it 
further with Decision Intelligence can help 
to further connect and enhance the true 
‘omni-channel’ customer experience.



Think big, start small, move fast
We work with global power brands to do just this. We 
co-create an unconstrained vision of a connected 
intelligent future. Crucially, we partner with them to 
make it reality by delivering a roadmap of use-cases 
that allows them to start small(ish) and move fast. 

We can help you find the right use-case, channel, 
brand and products to create rapid value from 
Decision Intelligence as part of a roadmap that 
delivers your ‘Think Big’ vision.

Our customers partner with Peak to augment, 
accelerate and amplify existing capabilities.

We’re confident that we can augment 
and accelerate your transformation 
plans in a variety of ways. We’d love to 
start a conversation to demonstrate 
our capabilities and prove the power of 
Decision Intelligence.

Peak x Starbucks



Peak is a platform for building Decision Intelligence applications, enabling businesses to 
apply AI to the commercial decision making process. With features to support both technical 
and line-of-business users, Peak makes these apps widely accessible to everyone within a 
business, simplifying and accelerating adoption of AI.

About Peak

Click the link below to visit our Content Hub for  
more resources, blogs, guides and success stories.

Peak.ai/hub

Find out more

We work with customers in a diverse mix of 
industries. Our focus verticals are retail, and 
manufacturing. Some of the businesses that we’re 
delivering significant value to are shown below:

Confidential  |  Peak AI Ltd.

https://peak.ai/
https://www.facebook.com/PeakGlobalHQ/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/peak-ai/
https://twitter.com/Peak_HQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP9BpH5jhVjBBQsmWlkTcjw

